Time delay does not allow to realize an ideal sliding mode, but implies oscillations in the space of state variables. Algorithm of delayed relay control gain adaptation is suggested for nonlocal stabilization using delayed information about oscillation's amplitudes.
Introduction
Time delay doesn't allow to design the sliding mode control in the space of state variables ( [5] , [6] ). That is why it may be singled out two main approaches to use relay control for delay systems: systems relay delay systems solution! and further adaptation of control gain. To realize the algorithm only delayed sign of solution was necessary. But algorithm from [5] was not allow to make generalization for multidimensional case, because the generally the solutions of multidimensional relay control systems are not periodic.
In [7] ! [8] was suggested the delayed relay control algorithm, allowing to reach local stabilization of oscillations amplitudes for controllable and weak controllable systems correspondingly.
In this paper the algorithm of delayed relay control gain adaptation is suggested using the knowledge of solutions amplitudes at delayed time moment. It allows to achieve nonlocal stabilization of oscillations amplitudes and to generalize the control algorithm for vector case.
time delay compensation

RE stabilization. Scalar case
The idea of delay compensation to realize the sliding mode control was formulated in [4] . Relay control a l p rithms for systems with delay in state and control based on delay compensation was suggested in [11]J12]. In [E] was designed the sliding mode control in the space of predictor variables for input delay systems using unit control (see the comments in [13] , [9] too). 0 control of oscillations amplitudes P.I. control algorithms for amplitudes control for one dimensional relay system with delay in the input have been suggested in [l] .
In [5] the adaptive control algorithm for nonlocal amplitude stabilization was suggested based on extrapolation of the solutions next zero, using periodicity of scalar 'This research was partially supported urider the grnrit of Consejo de Sisterria Naciorial de Educaciori Tecriologicn (COSNET) 427.01-p
Problem Statement
Consider the scalar control system (1) 
The simplest scalar control
Consider the case when R = E . Then I, is not empty time interval. because 0 < CY < f ln(2).
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Further we will use the proposition 1 to construct the system of zero neighborhoods allowing to achieve a nonlocal stabilization of oscillations amplitudes in the system (1) Let us remark that for 3 k~( h e r e k is some integral number), then proposition 1 is true.
For R > E there exists k = N such that R 5 3 N~.
Consider the system of neighborhoods
In the paper a control law is designed guarantying that solutions of control system ( 1 ) from u k vicinity of zero from the some moment T will stay in the E vicinity of zero for all t > T.
Control Design
Suppose that: Then from the condition Is(T)I 5 3 k~ it follows 2* a ' E I, 3' R R log3(-) 5 N < log3(-) + 1.
E . E
In this case the desired control law takes the form
This control law has the following properties
lo. The sat of control values is
and moreover
32"' > t* : IZ(T*)I = vk+l Iz(t)l < V k + i 7 V t E [t*,T*).
Now we can suggest that z(T') > Y k + l . Then z ( t * ) = 3 k~ and z(T*) = vk+l.
Let us show that T* -t* 2 1.
Let us estimate the upper bound of s ( t ) for t E [t*,T*].
Taking into account that Iz(t)l <
and Iz(t)l < vk+l for t E [T, T * ] , one has lu(t)l < a ' 3 k~
a a -a') < 0.
which yields T* -t* 2 1. Let us note that in this case . Let Let us denote as x(t) the solution to the system with initial conditions x(t) = p(t) (-1 5 t 5 0).
Definition 5
The zero solution to the system (16) is said to be R E stabilizable? if for any R > E > 0 there are integer k > 0, the pair (S, F) E Q, the set of vectors {d, u2, .., uk}, and time moment T > 0, such that from the inequality suptE[-l,olllp(t)ll < R it follows that SUPt€[T,oolllz(t)ll < E .
R E Stabilization of Single Input Systems
Consider the single input system in form .... e,-l = Ab + a1B.
e, = b.
System (17) in this basis takes the form
and it is possible to rewrite the systems (17) and (18) in the form of n -t h order equation y p + a 1 y y + ... + a n y l = U.
(19)
Suppose that matrix A satisfies the condition 
Conclusion
Algorithm of delayed relay control gain adaptation is suggested for nonlocal stabilization using delayed information about oscillation's amplitudes.
